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SDFU to Senator Rounds: Time for EPA to Do Its Duty
South Dakota Farmers Union (SDFU) President Doug Sombke recently urged Senator Mike Rounds, a member of
the Senate Environment and Public Works (EPW) Committee, to ensure that EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt enforces a
law that has been on the books for more than 25 years, but ignored by his Agency. Sombke was prompted to write by
EPW Chairman John Barrosso’s recent letter to Pruitt criticizing EPA’s failure to comply with certain study requirements
under the Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS).  
Barrosso reminded Pruitt that “EPA cannot ignore the will of Congress and the requirements of the Clean Air Act for 17 years.”
Sombke told Rounds that “EPA’s dereliction of duty goes well beyond its failures with the RFS. It is well past time for EPA to enforce the
mandatory requirements of Section 202(l) of the Clean Air Act, the so-called “clean octane” provision.”
Millions of urban Americans, especially children, would benefit the most from proper enforcement of the “clean octane” provision, which
Congress enacted in the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments while it was banning leaded gasoline. To prevent a repeat of the horrific lead health
effects, Congress required EPA to limit “to the greatest achievable extent” the use of benzene-based additives (known as BTEX) which refiners use to increase gasoline octane ratings. Typical gasoline contains at least 25% BTEX, and tens of billions of gallons are combusted every
year. Last week, the respected Center for Environmental Health released a report on the devastating effects BTEX emissions products can
have on the fetus and infants. https://endocrinedisruption.org/audio-and-video/oil-and-gas/uoged-webb
Recently, EPA scientists belatedly admitted what experts have been saying for many years: gasoline exhaust is the predominant source
of the most dangerous urban pollutants, including ultrafine particulates that carry carcinogens through the blood stream to the brain and other
organs. Some of the most potent of these are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which the Surgeon General identified years ago as
the most deadly agents in tobacco smoke. Gasoline PAHs are even more pervasive and lethal than tobacco PAHs, and there is no way for
urban residents to escape them because they travel long distances, and penetrate into homes, schools, and cars.
Automakers have told EPA that they require higher octane gasoline to power more efficient, higher compression engines. US Department
of Energy labs have singled out ethanol’s superior octane properties as the preferred way to produce higher octane gasoline. Ethanol’s superior octane rating comes at a lower cost than oil-derived BTEX compounds, so consumers and the economy are also big winners.
On October 19, 1017, Pruitt told Rounds and other Senators that his “responsibility as Administrator of the EPA is to faithfully administer
the laws passed by the U.S. Congress”. Sombke strongly urged Senator Rounds to ensure that EPA ends its 25 years of obstruction, and fulfills
its sworn duty to protect the public health and welfare.

Why is the Oil Industry Funding Research on Ethanol?
Source: Urban Air Initiative
Here we go again. That’s what we thought after learning that seven of the eight panelists
coordinating a study on the life-cycle of corn ethanol work for oil companies.
It’s no secret that when it comes to this kind of research, the deck is typically stacked against
ethanol and this is just one more example. How can ethanol be expected to get a fair assessment of its
life-cycle and carbon reducing benefits when those who are overseeing the study are the competition?
The life-cycle study is being done through the Coordinated Research Council (CRC). CRC claims
to provide the means for the automotive and energy industries to work together on mobility and
environmental research. Yet if CRC is concerned about fair and unbiased environmental research,
why isn’t it more
well-rounded?

Score One for Corn: In Battle Over Biofuel, A Rare Setback for Big Oil
By: Hiroko Tabuchi
America’s cars run partly on fuels derived from corn and soy.
That’s because of a decade-old federal mandate beloved by Midwestern farmers but opposed by an unusual coalition of oil refiners
and environmentalists.
Recently, the Trump administration sided with the farmers and
announced that it would stick closely to the current rules and quotas for fuel: Refineries must blend about 20 billion gallons of biofuel
— much of it ethanol made from corn — into the nation’s gasoline
supply, a level largely unchanged from last year.
The decision is a rare setback for the oil industry under a presidency that has filled its ranks with fossil fuel advocates and embarked on a rollback of rules aimed at reducing the industry’s regulatory obligations.
A number of environmental and health groups oppose the mandate, citing emerging research showing that ethanol is no cleaner
than gasoline.
“Biofuels are not helping us environmentally,” said Jonathan
Lewis, senior counsel at the Clean Air Task Force. “So, the question
is: What’s the value of the standard other than as a price support for
agriculture?”
Oil refiners said they were disappointed at the continuance of a policy they have
called “rigged.”
Such arguments appear to have been
no match, however, for the sway held by
corn farmers over President Trump, who
promised Iowa farmers during the presidential primaries that he would retain the
mandate. The Midwestern agricultural belt
is an important part of his base.
The Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS),
enacted in 2005 and significantly expanded
two years later, requires that refiners blend
an increasing amount of biofuel into gasoline nationwide. The program grew out of an effort by lawmakers to reduce the country’s
reliance on oil, prop up its struggling corn and soy farmers and, in
theory, rein in rising greenhouse gas emissions.
The mandate became a headache for some refiners, who struggled under a rule that forced them to buy credits to prove they had
blended the ethanol and gasoline. So, when Mr. Trump appointed
the billionaire Carl C. Icahn, a majority investor in a Texas oil refiner,
as special adviser on regulatory matters, expectations rose for a
rule change.
Mr. Icahn quickly got to work behind the scenes, pressing the
issue with Scott Pruitt, who would become administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), as well as with Mr. Trump.
The EPA soon issued a request for public comment on possible
changes to the mandate, including a reduction in biofuel quotas.
(Mr. Icahn later stepped down from his post after scrutiny from
members of Congress about whether he was influencing regulations on ethanol to benefit his financial investments. He has now
been subpoenaed by the Department of Justice over his efforts to
overhaul the program.)
Those moves incensed the biofuels industry and their allies in
Congress. Senator Charles E. Grassley, Republican of Iowa, accused the Trump administration of a “bait and switch” scheme. In
October, 38 senators urged Mr. Pruitt to back off from any changes.
Gov. Kim Reynolds of Iowa called the president to plead her case.

“We commend the EPA for laying to rest a year of attempts from
a small group of oil refiners who have been using every trick in the
book to change the established rules,” Emily Skor, chief executive of
the ethanol industry group Growth Energy, said in a statement. “We
are grateful to our allies in Congress and to Administrator Pruitt for
working with us.”
Some recent research has shown that the predicted environmental benefits of biofuels are elusive, partly because a class of more
advanced biofuels has not grown as expected.
Instead, most growth has been in corn ethanol and soy biodiesel,
which has driven cultivation of both crops to record highs. Almost
40 percent of domestic corn, and almost 30 percent of domestic soy,
now goes toward ethanol, according to Department of Agriculture
data. Biofuels currently make up close to 10 percent of the gasoline
used in the United States.
But that expansion has pushed crop production into grasslands
and other previously uncultivated land, hurting biodiversity and reducing the land’s ability to store carbon, scientists warn. Bioenergy
can also increase competition for land with food crops and livestock
grazing.
A 2015 study by researchers at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison
found that between 2008 and 2012, more
than 7 million acres of grassland and
other uncultivated areas in the United
States were converted to crop production, an area larger than the state of
Massachusetts.
Moreover, some scientists have
cast doubt on the very assumption underpinning the use of biofuels: that they
do not raise levels of earth-warming
gases in the atmosphere because the
carbon dioxide the plants absorb when they grow offsets the carbon
dioxide that is released when plant fuels are burned. A 2010 EPA assessment of the program’s impacts estimated that the program would
achieve 138 million metric tons in greenhouse gas emissions reductions by 2022.
A study published last year by researchers at the University of
Michigan Energy Institute concluded that to date, biofuels had increased, rather than decreased, the country’s carbon dioxide emissions. The biofuels industry has disputed the study.
“The promise of better environmental benefits has completely
failed,” said John M. DeCicco, a research professor at the institute
who led the study and a former fellow at the Environmental Defense
Fund. “There’s no doubt in my mind that the expansion we’ve seen so
far has increased our greenhouse gas emissions.”
These fears differ from the oil industry’s complaints. Still, some
environmental groups that had hoped that fossil fuel interests would
have enough clout to convince the Trump administration to overhaul
the mandate.
Instead, environmentalists are facing yet another defeat under
Mr. Trump.
“We really thought Trump was going to do the right thing for the
wrong reasons,” said Rose Garr, campaign director at Mighty Earth,
an environmental group affiliated with the former Democratic Congressman Henry A. Waxman.
“Unfortunately, he didn’t even do that.”

Northeastern States Sue EPA for
“Failing to Act” on Smog
Source: Sean Reilly, E & E News reporter

EPA Patents E30 Engine
Invention Would Reduce Petroleum Consumption,
Increase Engine Efficiency
Source: Environmental and Energy Study Institute
Earlier this year, the U.S. EPA received a patent for an “internal
combustion engine adapted to combust alcohol blended fuels” of
greater than 20 percent alcohol by volume – essentially an E30 engine
– perhaps the Holy Grail of the ethanol industry.
The agency has been pursuing the patent since 2008, with the
goal of creating an “internal combustion engine that operates at high
efficiency with alcohol fuels [to] improve the potential for alcohol
fuels to reduce petroleum consumption. In their patent application,

Eight states with Democratic attorneys general, including New York’s
Eric Schneiderman (above), are suing U.S. EPA over its refusal to add
more states to regional ozone-reduction efforts. New York Attorney
General’s Office

New York and seven other Northeastern states are suing U.S.
EPA regarding its refusal to undertake a sweeping expansion of
regional ozone reduction efforts.
The lawsuit, filed last week, challenges the agency’s turndown
last fall of a 2013 petition to add another nine states — mostly in
the South and Midwest — to the Ozone Transport Region (OTR).
That step could have required those states to take fresh steps to
limit the downwind drift of ozone and the pollutants that create
it; in opting against expansion, EPA officials highlighted existing
“good neighbor” requirements that already give regulators the
ability to target polluters that contribute to the spread of ozone
across state lines (E&E News PM, Nov. 1, 2017).
That final rule followed a similar proposal issued in the waning
days of the Obama administration. In announcing the suit, however,
New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman (D) accused the
“Trump EPA” of “repeatedly failing to act to control smog pollution
that jeopardizes New Yorkers’ health.” The other plaintiffs, all of
which also have Democratic attorneys general, are Connecticut,
Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island
and Vermont.
The suit is pending with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit. In an email this morning, an EPA spokesman
said the agency does not comment on pending litigation.
Ozone, the main ingredient in smog, is formed by the reaction
of volatile organic compounds and nitrogen oxides in sunlight.
It has been linked to asthma attacks in children and worsening
breathing problems for people with cystic fibrosis and other
chronic respiratory diseases.
Congress created the OTR as part of the 1990 Clean Air Act
amendments. The area encompasses part or all of a dozen states,
ranging from Maine to Northern Virginia, as well as the District of
Columbia.
In the 2013 petition seeking a first-ever expansion of the region,
New York and the other states had argued emissions from outside
the OTR were undercutting their efforts to comply with EPA’s 2008
ground-level ozone standard of 75 parts per billion.
The agency, while continuing to implement the 2008 threshold,
also tightened the ozone standard in 2015 to 70 ppb.

EPA notes that either a 30 percent blend of ethanol or methanol is the
“preferred fuel” as “it shows a 10 – 12% increase in efficiency over a
comparable gasoline engine.”
A mid-level ethanol blend, such as E30, would reduce petroleum
consumption and increase engine efficiency. But a chicken-andegg problem has beset the issue for years. Which will come first,
higher blends, or the engines to use them? While the automotive
industry has expressed interest in designing engines compatible with
higher octane blends (such as an E30 blend) to enable smaller, more
efficient engines, there are currently no models on the market that are
specifically designed to utilize a high-octane fuel.
On the fuels side, EPA has been fighting E30 blends for several
years because the agency has contended that there are no vehicles
capable of utilizing the blends. The auto industry won’t design a car
for a fuel that’s on the road, and the EPA won’t certify a fuel that isn’t
commercially available. While it’s unlikely that the patent will end the
logjam – it is a surprising twist in the road to the next generation of
engines.
In 2015, the agency was sued by a coalition of ethanol groups for
not including E30 as a certification fuel in air quality tests. The suit was
part of efforts to have the agency approve E30 for commercial use.
While the suit was thrown out by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals for
lack of standing, the judge noted that the ethanol “petitioners have
standing to challenge the legality of the test fuel regulation.”

Under the Hood Car Talk Radio Show Supports Ethanol
Under The Hood® is America’s Favorite Car talk radio show airing on over 225
stations across the US. Established in 1990 the program features three friends giving
great car repair, car advice, and how-to tips while having a lot of fun shared with
their listeners. Join them to learn more about your car.
Show hosts Shannon Nordstrom and Russ Evans along with Chris Carter are
the Motor Medics® bringing a fun side to car-talk shows along with accurate wellrespected advice that stems from their many years working in their own automotive
shop and auto recycling facility daily to help you save money on car repairs since
1990.
When asked about their thoughts on higher blends of ethanol, Russ Evans, known
as “The Super Tech”, stated “We do up to 300 car repairs in our shop monthly and
in the past ten years we have not had a fuel related failure that we could pinpoint to damage caused by ethanol in the fuel other than a
couple of folks who put E85 in a non-flex car and even then, it was a matter of putting in proper fuel and the cars had no damage.”
Tune-in to Under The Hood® on these South Dakota Radio Stations:
•

Aberdeen

930AM KSDN

Sun at 11:00am

•

Rapid City

1380AM KOTA

Sat at 4:00 pm

•

Brookings

910AM KJJQ

Sat at 9:00am

•

Sioux Falls

1320AM KELO

Thur at 9:00am and Sun at 1:00pm  

•

Huron

93.3AM KJRV

Sat at 8:00am

107.9FM KELQ

Thur at 9:00am

•

Lemmon

1400AM KBJM

Sat at 8:00am

			

105.1FM KELO

Thur at 9:00am and Sun at 1:00pm

•

Madison

1390AM KJAM

Sat at 11:00am

•

Sisseton

102.9FM KBWS

Sat at 8:00am

•

Milbank

1510AM KMSD

Sat at 8:00am

•

Sturgis

810AM KBHB

Mon at 7:00pm

•

Mitchell

1490AM KORN

Thur at 10:00am & Sat at 6:00am

•

Watertown

106.3FM KPHR

Sun at 9:00am

•

Pierre

1240AM KCCR

Sat at 10:00am

•

Yankton

1450AM KYNT

Sat at 11:00am

For more information, view their website at underthehoodshow.com
Aberdeen
• Airport Travel Center/Cenex
• Bonn Express
• C Express 6th Avenue
• Holiday Superstores
• North Central Farmers Elevator
Alcester
• Total Stop Food Store
Baltic
• Friendly’s Fuel Stop
• Midway Service
Beresford
• Jet Truck Plaza
Blunt
• The Junction
Brandon
• Coffee Cup Fuel Stop
Brookings
• Martin Oil
Bryant
• Farmers Union Coop
Canistota
• Total Stop Food Store
Castlewood
• Community Oil Company
• Kones Korner
Clark
• Big C Travel Plaza
• Clark Community Oil
Clear Lake
• Cenex C-Store
• Cowboy Country Store 4

E30 Pump Locations in South Dakota

Emery
• Total Stop Food Store
Estelline
• Estelline Community Oil
Faulkton
• Bermac 2
Ferney
• Farmers Union Co-Op
Flandreau
• First American Mart (Royal Casino)
Frederick
• North Central Farmers Elevator
Gayville
• Ma and Pa’s C-Store
Groton
• Sinclair – Cardtrol
Hartford
• Coffee Cup Fuel Stop
Hayti
• Hamlin County Farmers Coop
Hazel
• Farmers Union Coop
Humboldt
• Friendly’s
Huron
• Southside Clark
Kranzburg
• Tip Top
Lake Norden
• The Country Store
Lake Preston
• Prairie Ag Partners

Lennox
• Dave’s Service & Repair
Madison
• F&M Coop (W. Hwy 34)
Mellette
• Mellette Travel Plaza
Milbank
• Berens
• Food N Fuel
• UPI Petroleum
Mina
• M Station

Mitchell
• Cubby’s West
• Highland Travel Plaza
• I90 Travel Center/Holiday
Mobridge
• Lucky’s Gas n More
North Sioux City
• Goode To Go
Orient
• Farmers Union Oil Company
Pierre
• Cowboy #5
• The Corner Station
• Holiday Gas Stop
Plankinton
• Coffee Cup
Rapid City
• Canyon Lake Gas and Auto Care

Redfield
• Appel’s Quick Stop/Cenex
• One Stop
Roslyn
• Sioux Valley Co-op
Salem
• Central Farmers Co-op
Scotland
• Main Stop
Sioux Falls
• Friendly’s Fuel Stop (229 & Benson)
Toronto
• Deuel Co. Farmers Union Oil
Vivian
• Coffee Cup Fuel Stop
Warner
• North Central Farmers Elevator
Watertown
• Cowboy Country Store 2 & 3
• Lake Stop 20
• Prairie Stop
• Sioux Valley Coop (all locations)
• Stone’s Truck Stop
Webster
• Cenex Convenience Store
Wilmot
• Jurgens Oil
Yankton
• Cork N Bottle
• Fox Stop

RFA: Automakers Approve E15 in Nearly 90% of New 2018 Vehicles
By Renewable Fuels Association

Nearly 90 percent of new 2018 model year (MY) vehicles are explicitly approved by the manufacturer to use 15 percent ethanol
blends (E15), according to the results of an annual analysis of warranty statements and owner’s manuals conducted by the Renewable
Fuels Association (RFA). That is up from last year, when approximately 81 percent of MY2017 vehicles were formally approved by
automakers to use E15.
For the first time, Nissan Motor Company has warrantied the use of E15 in most of its MY 2018 vehicles, joining the majority of its
competitors. Together, Infiniti and Nissan represent slightly more than 9 percent of the U.S. light-duty automobile market. Language
allowing the use of E15 appears in the owner’s manuals for popular Nissan models, including the Altima, Maxima, Pathfinder, Rogue,
and Sentra, as well as Infiniti’s QX60, Q60, Q70, and certain Q50 models.
Other key points from RFA’s analysis include:
• The Detroit Three (Chrysler, General Motors and Ford), which collectively represent 44 percent of U.S. market share, all
			 continue to clearly allow E15 in their vehicles. GM started approving the use of E15 with its MY 2012 vehicles, while Ford
joined the following year and Chrysler began E15 approval with its MY 2016 vehicles.
• Other large automakers explicitly offering E15 approval for MY 2018 vehicles include Toyota, Honda, and Hyundai/Kia.
			 Altogether, auto manufacturers with 89.4 percent of 2017 U.S. market share now approve the use of E15 in their MY 2018
			vehicles.
• Subaru, Daimler (maker of Mercedes-Benz), and Mazda remain the largest vehicle manufacturers that still exclude E15
			 from owner’s manual fuel recommendations and warranty statements, together representing about 7.5 percent of U.S. 		
			 market share. It should be noted, however, that Mercedes-Benz offers three of its most popular models as flex fuel vehicles
			 (FFVs) capable of operating on up to 85 percent ethanol.
• With 1.7 percent of the U.S. market, BMW also continues to exclude E15 from its fuel recommendations. However, BMW
			 Group’s Mini vehicles again allow the use of up to 25 percent ethanol blends.
In 2012, EPA approved the use of E15 in vehicles built in MY 2001 or later.
However, auto manufacturers did not retroactively endorse the use of E15 in
legacy vehicles that were already on the road. Since 2012, however, the number of
major automakers approving the use of E15 has grown from one (General Motors)
to 10.
RFA estimates that approximately 34 percent of the estimated 235 million cars,
trucks, and SUVs on the road today are clearly approved by the automaker to use
E15 (including FFVs). Meanwhile, more than 90 percent of vehicles on the road
were built in 2001 or later, meaning they are legally approved by EPA to use E15.

Q1 Financial Results
Financial Report for the First Quarter

Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Net Worth

Q1
$252.8
$67.3
$185.5

Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Working Capital

$133.9
$60
$73.4

Net Income
YTD Net Income

$9.2
$9.2

(dollars in millions)

Unaudited

Financial Report for Quarter One Fiscal Year 2017
Glacial Lakes Corn Processors (GLCP) reported strong earnings for the first quarter
(September-November) ending November 31, 2017, with net income of $9.2 million. In
November, the Board declared a 12 cent per share dividend, and we paid off the remaining
debt on our balance sheet. Working capital remains strong at $73.4 million and we are
continuing to pay for our fermenter and sieve bottle projects with cash.
Investments in the GLE infrastructure, such as the loop track in Watertown and SMT
in Mina (Selective Milling Technology), are showing up in our results. We continue our
strong focus on improving rate, yield and managing our chemical & ingredient costs. With
very tight operating margins, it will be even more important to optimize our processes to
maximize yield and rate while reducing costs.
Ethanol crush margins were strong during the quarter led by export demand from Brazil,
India and China. DDGS pricing showed some recovery in the quarter with a stronger export
demand.
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For the latest quarterly financial information, please visit our website at:
http://www.glaciallakesenergy.com/invest_financial.htm

Our quarterly financials will be posted to our web page on or about the following dates for 2018:
March 23, 2018   •   June 22, 2018  •  September 21,  2018   •  December 21,  2018

Stay Up to Date on Your Investment!

Would you like to be kept up-to-date on the latest news about Glacial Lakes Energy and the ethanol industry?
Please send us your e-mail address to receive regular communications, “Like Us” on Facebook, or “Follow Us” on Twitter.
To be added to our e-mail list, please contact Penni Tuttle, Membership Coordinator at  ptuttle@glaciallakesenergy.com or 605-882-8480.

Cautionary Statements Regarding Forward- Looking Statements
This document contains forward-looking statements involving future events, future business and other conditions, our future performance and our expected future operations and actions.
In some cases you can identify forward-looking statements by the use of words such as “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “estimate,” “predict,” “hope,” “should,” “could,” “may,”
“future,” “continue,” “potential” or the negatives of these terms or other similar expressions. These statements are based on management’s beliefs and expectations and on information
currently available to management.
Forward-looking statements are only our predictions and involve numerous assumptions, risks and uncertainties.  Important factors that could significantly affect future financial condition and results
include, among others, operating margins in the ethanol industry, the rapid pace of expansion in the industry, the cost of corn and the price of ethanol, changes in ethanol supply and demand, changes in
current legislation or regulations that affect ethanol supply and demand, disruptions to infrastructure or in the supply of raw materials, the results of our risk management and hedging transactions,
and ethanol industry valuations generally.   
Our actual results or actions may differ materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements for many reasons, including events that are beyond our control or assumptions not proving to
be accurate or reasonable. We caution you not to put undue reliance on any forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this document. We cannot guarantee our future results,
levels of activity, performance or achievements.

www.glaciallakesenergy.com

